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Like Minds Lockdown Business Live!  Tuesday
Sessions.
April 21, 900AM to 730PM BST

You’re in!

You’ll be able to access the event five minutes before it starts.
Add to calendar
Hosted by

Like Minds
Like Minds have been curating events and live streaming them since 2009.

1Like Minds are holding the first in a series of virtual conferences across a week for entrepreneurs and business
owners to learn, collaborate and help each other grow or pivot their business online during the current lockdown.
Led by experts in their respective fields you can take part in a series of individual round table Masterclass Sessions on
a wide range of topics.
You'll be able to connect with each other, have one to one conversations in the speed networking area and join in on

Description
Sponsors
the round
table Masterclass Sessions.

Schedule

Speakers

Booths

Participation in a Masterclass Session with a masterclass leader is ticketed at £15+vat and limited to 10 participants
per session, so book in early to secure your place.
If you just want to watch the sessions you can do so for £10+vat. There are also a limited number of free tickets
available on a first-come-first-served basis.
When interacting and sharing please use the hashtag #lockdownfest on social media platforms.

Proudly Supported By

Schedule
Apr 21 900AM–930AM · Networking
Speed Networking
Apr 21 930AM–935AM · Sessions
Welcome
Apr 21 945AM–1045AM · Sessions
Masterclass 1 – Dan Pritchard on "Marketing in the New Normal"
Apr 21 1100AM–1200PM · Sessions
Masterclass 2 – Rachael Howourth on "Selling in a Tricky Economy"
Apr 21 1215PM–115PM · Sessions
Masterclass 3 – Felix Velarde on "How to accelerate faster out of the turn: how to turn strategy into an
effective plan of action."
Apr 21 130PM–230PM · Networking
Lunch break
Apr 21 245PM–345PM · Sessions
Masterclass 4 – Penny Power OBE on "How to build resilience in the face of adversity"
Apr 21 400PM–500PM · Sessions
Masterclass 5 – Zoltan Vass on "Why trust and communication is the most important thing in remote
working."

Apr 21 515PM–615PM · Sessions
Masterclass 6 – Allyson Stewart-Allen on "Lockdown Leadership: Guiding Remote Teams"
Apr 21 630PM–730PM · Networking
Speed Networking

Speakers
Zoltan Vass
Why Trust and Communication is the Most
Important Thing in Remote Working
Felix Velarde
How to Accelerate Faster out of the Turn
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Penny Power OBE
How to Build Resilience in the Face of
Adversity

RH

rachael howourth
Sales Approach in a Pandemic

Dan Pritchard
Marketing in the 'New Normal
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NHS Charities

Guild

Digital Resources

The Wrecking Coast Distillery

Help support our amazing NHS!

The world’s best messaging app for business.

